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ABSTRACT
Multicasting can be an effective routing service in wireless
mesh networks (WMNs), which have gained significant
acceptance in recent years due to its potentials of providing a low-cost wireless backhaul service to mobile clients.
Many applications in WMNs require efficient and reliable
multicast communication, i.e., with high delivery ratio but
with less overhead among a group of recipients. However,
in spite of its significance, there has been little work on
providing such a multicast in mesh networks. Traditional
multicasting protocols for wireless multi-hop networks
mostly assume that all nodes (equipped with a single interface) collaborate on the same channel. The single-channel
assumption is not always true for WMNs that often provide
the nodes with multiple interfaces for the purpose of substantial
performance
enhancement.
In
multichannel/interface mesh environments, the same multicast
data need to be sent multiple times by a sender node if its
neighboring nodes operate on different channels. In this
paper, we try to tackle this challenging issue of how to
design a multicast protocol more suitable for multiinterface and multi-channel WMNs. Our multicasting protocol builds multicast paths while inviting multicast members, and allocates the same channel to each of neighboring members in a bottom up manner. This mechanism may
reduce message overheads and delivery delays while
guaranteeing successful message deliveries. For the performance evaluation, we have implemented the proposed
scheme on a real multi-channel/interface mesh network
test-bed with two IEEE 802.11a cards per node.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Multi-Channel Multi-Interface (MCMI) wireless mesh
networks have been emerging as a new paradigm in multihop wireless networks. They enhance network-wise
throughput by highly parallelizing packet forwarding,
which is limited in single channel networks. In MCMI
WMNs, neighboring nodes try not to share occupying
channel to maximize simultaneous packet transmissions;
when two neighboring nodes occupy the same channel,
only either of them communicates at a time. We call this

policy as the maximized channel distribution. Wireless
communications are known to have advantages in multicasts of having open communication media, air, shared by
all nodes within a communication range as long as the
nodes are tuned to the channel. However, notice that such
an advantage will be gone with the maximized channel
distribution. Especially, if the dominant communications
in a network is multicast like in, military command networks, the maximized channel distribution may be even
harmful.
To cope with this problem, recent researches have proposed top-down and centralized multicasting schemes
initiated by the group owner (source node) [1,5,6]. Here,
the source node of a multicast group builds a minimal path
tree from the source (root) to all group members (leafs).
Then, it enforces to assign the same channel on all child
nodes under a one-hop parent (sender). However, this topdown enforcement can break the balance of other communications and a centralized approach increases control
message overheads. We instead take a bottom-up and distributed approach to construct multicasting tree and to
assign channels. Bottom-up approach scales up better at
the network environment where various communications
co-exist, and requires less control overheads.
On the other hand, previous researches are mostly focused on building of minimal path tree from the source
node to multicast client nodes, and do not provide the
entire practical procedure of multicasting (e.g., session
creation/close and advertisement, member management,
etc.). Moreover, they are not implemented on real environments but only evaluated on simulation tools.
Our multicasting protocol builds multicast paths while
inviting multicast members, and allocates same channel to
each of neighboring members in a bottom up manner.
While building paths, intermediate relaying nodes are
minimally employed not only by path length but also by
current link quality. We have implemented our multicasting protocol with the real MCMI test beds, Net-X [3]. We
have shown that our scheme can reduce message overheads and delivery delays while guaranteeing successful
message deliveries by performance evaluations.
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Fig. 2 A simple illustration of our network model
(3 nodes, each of which has 2 wireless interfaces)
Fig. 1. An example of hidden terminal problem on a
multicast tree constructed by MCM algorithm
II. RELATED WORKS
Though multicasting can be an effective routing service,
there are not much works on multicasting for MCMI
WMNs. In [1], the most closely related work to ours, Zeng
et al. proposed a multi-channel multicast (MCM) scheme
which consists of a sub-optimal multicast tree construction
algorithm and a channel allocation algorithm. At first, they
find out the minimal set of relaying nodes after BFS
(breadth first search), and build the tree which spans every
member node of the multicast group from the source node.
After then, they assign the identical channel on sibling
nodes that have the same parent on the tree. This strategy
can minimize the number of links from a source to all
group members with small co-channel interference. Cheng
et al. proposed a greedy algorithm to minimize total channel conflicts (the number of interfering links) and the tree
cost [6]. Their algorithm randomly creates a sub-route
from the source to any receiver node, and assigns channels
on all nodes in the route. It repeats this procedure until the
desired sub-optimal total channel conflict value is reached,
while selecting the route that has less total channel conflicts at every iteration.
Nguyen et al. proposed a new channel assignment
scheme that can reduce channel conflicts by relieving
hidden channel problem, from which MCM algorithm [1]
may suffer [5]. The hidden channel problem, which is
similar to hidden terminal problem in MANET, occurs
when two remote nodes (i.e., two-hops away from each
other) try to tune on the same channel. Fig.2 shows an
example of the hidden channel problem when a multicast
tree is constructed and receiving channels of all nodes are
assigned by MCM algorithm. We assume that the numbers
written close by the node figures are the assigned channels
of each node. Multicast data are transmitted from node A
(source) to all nodes by multi-hop only on each of their
one-hop child’s channels (e.g., node B sends out packets
only on channel 2). As both node B and G are tuned on
channel 1 for receiving, both node A and D will transmit
packets on channel 1. Then, the signals sent from both
node A and D will conflict with each other at node B if
they transmit at the same time.

Therefore, node B may not receive correct multicast packets from node A. To reduce these channel conflicts,
Nguyen et al. employs not only orthogonal channels but
also partially overlapped channels for the channel assignment. To reduce the adjacent channel interference caused
by employing partially overlapped channels, they also
proposed a sub-optimal channel separation algorithm by
considering interference between all channels.
As pointed out earlier, these previous schemes for
MCMI WMNs employ a top-down and centralized method.
Thus, building multicast trees and assigning distinct channels on every node require the source (or centric) node to
know all the information about network topology immediately and to exchange control message with every node.
Moreover, some channel assignment forced by source
node may conflict with the current channel assignment
strategy in the target WMN. For example, Net-X one of
MCMI WMNs employs balanced channel allocation strategy, which tries to tune distinct channels on every node
within two-hop range to decrease co-channel interference
for the unicast transmission [2]. Therefore, we suggest a
bottom-up and distributed based multicasting scheme that
also considers current link quality.
III. NETWORK MODEL
Our MCMI WMN model, similar to the one used in
[2,3,7], consists of several wireless mesh nodes each of
which is equipped with two wireless interfaces. One of
these interfaces used only for receiving data is referred to
as Fixed Interface and the channel tuned on the fixed interface is called Fixed Channel. A node can receive data
only on its fixed channel. The other interface is named
Switchable Interface. If a node wants to transmit data to
another node, it tunes its switchable interface to the fixed
channel of the destination node before transmitting the
data. Of course, if two neighboring nodes share the same
fixed channel, then the transmitter sends data on its fixed
interface. Fig.2 shows an example of data communication
in our network model assuming that there are three nodes
(Node X, Y, Z) and the fixed channel of each node is A, B,
and C, respectively. However, if Node Z is using channel
B as the fixed channel instead of channel C, then Node B
will use its fixed interface for data transmission to Node Z.
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Nodes exchange their fixed channel information by periodically broadcasting “Hello Messages” on all possible
channels. By exchanging hello messages, every node can
also check current link quality from each of its neighbors.
Each node keeps a tab of the successfully received hello
messages in last 64*H seconds where H is the hello interval while maintaining 64-bitmaps for each of its neighboring node. A node can estimate the link quality between
another node by using both backward and forward link
delivery probability. Backward link delivery probability
for a neighboring node can be estimated by this mechanism. By enclosing each of these estimated values of all
neighbors while sending hello message, every node comes
to know the forward link delivery probability for each of
its neighboring nodes. Every node also includes its
neighbor list, fixed channel of each neighbor, and link
quality between them in the hello message. Therefore,
every node is able to have current information about its
one-hop and two-hop neighbors. To reduce co-channel
interference, our network system employs a balanced
channel algorithm [2] in which the fixed channel of a node
may be changed over time if there are many neighboring
nodes in two-hop ranges who are using the same fixed
channel.
Like other MCMI WMNs, the same broadcast data need
to be sent multiple times by a sender on all possible channels. For multicasting, the source node disseminates multicast data only on the channels that are written in the multicast table. Channels and interface information are filled
in the multicast table with respect to multicast groups.
We denote G=(V,E) to a network graph where V represents a node and E represents a unidirectional direct link
among nodes. If u , v ∈ V , and a unidirectional direct link
(u , v) ∈ E exists, then node u can transmit data to node v
directly without through other nodes. We define Q(u,v) as
a delivery probability from u to v when (u, v) ∈ E exists,
which ranges from 0 to 1. The term delivery probability
and link quality will be used interchangeably with the
same meaning in this paper. We can estimate current link
quality by exploiting received hello messages without
extra network overhead. We define Thmci as a minimal
delivery probability for a reliable direct link in multicast
session n. If Q(u,v) ≥ ThMCn, and Q(u,v) ≥ ThMCn where
u , v ∈ V and (u , v ) ∈ E exists, then we say that node u and v
is a one-hop neighbor of each other in multicast session n.
ThMCn value may be proportional to the required minimal
success ratio of data delivery for the multicasting session n.
In this paper, we also use the term multicast session and
multicast group interchangeably with the same meaning.

Table 1. Major messages for the multicasting
Message

Featured Contents

Description

JOIN_ADV

List of next relaying
nodes

Broadcast message originated by source node to
advertise the session.

JOIN_REQ

The address of the
node originated this
message

Unicast message sent by a
node who wants to join the
session.

JOIN_RPL

the channel adjusting
information for
switching target

Unicast message sent by a
source or a relaying node
on response to JOIN_REQ

Data

Multicast data originated by
the source node

MCAST
_DATA

IV. MULTICASTING FOR MULTI-CHANNEL
MULTI-INTERFACE WMNS
A source node initiates a multicast group and disseminates
an advertisement message to every node in the network.
This message is supposed to be relayed only by some designated intermediate nodes, which are chosen among the
current sender’s one-hop neighbors. A multicast tree is
constructed while the advertisement message is being
disseminated hop by hop. Thus, on receiving the advertisement message and attempting to join the group, a node
replies a join message back to the node (parent node) that
has sent the advertisement message to itself. Now, when
receiving the join message, the node sets the sender node
as one of its child nodes and sends a reply message to that
node. Some channel adjustment information is enclosed in
the reply message to let newly joined child node have the
same fixed channel as other child nodes have. When the
source node sends multicast data, it is relayed to all group
member nodes only through designated relaying nodes.
Table 1 describes major control and data messages for our
multicasting scheme. Every multicast message includes
multicast session ID, source address, and sender’s address
by default.
For the relaying of MCAST_DATA to receiver nodes,
intermediate nodes can participate in the multicast session
as one of following states.
y Coordinator Candidate: A node becomes this state if
its IP address matches one of relaying node addresses
enclosed in the received JOIN_ADV.
y Multichannel Coordinator: An intermediate node who
relays MCAST_DATA. Only a Coordinator Candidate
node can become this state after receiving JOIN_REQ.
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Algorithm 1. Link-quality based minimal relaying node
search algorithm

13

INPUT: pu: the parent node of node u
N1u: a set of u’s all 1-hop neighbors
N2u: a set of u’s all 2-hop neighbors
OUTPUT: MPRu : the set of relay nodes from node u

15

i

i

Sk

SPk = U Pki where ∀k i ∈ Sk ;
i =1

Find a set Sl where Sl ⊂ SP and every element li of Sl has
the largest size of the child set Cl = N1l ∩ N2u ;
k

i

max

i

{Q(u, li )} and Q(li , u ) ≥ ThMCn ⎫⎬ ;
⎭

∀li∈Sl where i =1 to |Sl |

MPRu= MPRu U {lmax} ;
N2u = N2u − N1li ;

N1u= N1u – {lmax };
DONE

4.1 Group Management and Channel Adjustment
4.1.1 Join Advertisement and Relaying Procedure
After a source node initiates a multicast group, it disseminates JOIN_ADV on its all possible channels to advertise
the multicast session. The source node finds out the minimal set of relaying nodes among its one-hop neighbors
that can span all of its two-hop neighbors, by using the
minimal relaying node search algorithm. Then, the set
(list) is enclosed in the JOIN_ADV message. Only the
nodes in the list forward the message.
A link-quality based minimal relaying set searching algorithm is described in Alg.1. Because finding out the
minimal relaying set is a variation of the set-cover problem, which is NP-complete, we have employed the approximate algorithms proposed in [1,8], and modified it by
adding a link quality checking procedure. Main idea is as
follows: At first, the algorithm finds two-hop neighbors
who have the smallest number of parent nodes (i.e., onehop neighbors of current sending node). Then, every parent (i.e., a one-hop neighbor of current node) of these
nodes is set as one of relay candidates. At second, among
the candidates, the algorithm finds a set of nodes who
have the smallest number of child nodes. At third, among
the chosen nodes, the algorithm finally finds a relaying
node (one-hop neighbor) who has the best link-quality
from the current sending node. Then, the node and its
child nodes are removed in the one-hop list and the twohop list, respectively. These procedures are repeated until
either one-hop neighbor list or two-hop neighbor list become empty.

14
15

8
16

WHILE (N1u is not empty && N2u is not empty) DO
Find a set Sk where S k ⊂ N 2 u and every element ki of Sk
has the smallest size of parent set Pk = N1k ∩ N1u among
all elements in N2u;

JOIN_ADV

0

6

2

7

JOIN_ADV
(MPR:6,8)

8
JOIN_ADV

N1u = N1u − N1pu ; // exclude pu's one - hop neighbor

lmax

2

7

N1u= N1u – {pu}; // exclude pu

= ⎧⎨li
⎩

0

6

14

13

JOIN_ADV
(MPR:2, ...)

17

: Multicast Source

16

17

: Coordinator Candidate

Fig. 3. An example of JOIN_ADV messaging
On receiving JOIN_ADV, the node stores the last
sender’s address in its parent candidate list for the multicast session. Actually, a node can receive JOIN_ADV for
a session more than once because the source node may
have sent out the message several times or there can be
multiple relaying nodes in physical one-hop range. A node
is set to a coordinator candidate sate only if its address
matches one of relaying node list enclosed in the message.
The coordinator candidate node overwrites next relaying
node list in the message by employing the algorithm, and
sends it out on its every possible channel.
Fig.3 shows an example of the procedure for
JOIN_ADV originated by a source node (node 0). Node 0
disseminates JOIN_ADV with a relaying node list including node 2. On receiving the message, node 2 becomes a
coordinator candidate and forwards the message with new
relaying node list (node 6 and node 8). On receiving the
message, only node 2 and node 8 become coordinator
candidates and forward it. Because the relaying of the
message is not needed anymore, node 6 and node 8 sends
out the message with empty relaying list, respectively. In
that example, node 7 will store node 2, node 6 and node 8
in its parent candidate list for the multicast session.
4.1.2 Member Joining and Channel Adjustment
After receiving JOIN_ADV, if the node wants to join the
group, it selects its parent among parent candidate list. A
node who currently shows best link quality from this node
becomes the parent. We denote a node by u, and the parent candidate set of node u by Pu, the current link quality
from x to y by Q(x,y), and all elements of Pu by v1, v2,...v|Pu|.
Then, we can find out the parent node p as Eq.1. Upon the
parent has been chosen, the node sends JOIN_REQ to the
parent node by unicasting.
p = ⎧⎨vi |
max
{Q(vi , u )} and Q(u, vi ) ≥ ThMCn ⎫⎬ (1)
⎭
⎩ ∀v ∈P where i =1 to | P |
On receiving JOIN_ REQ, if the node is in coordinator
candidate state, then it reports the information to its parent
that is also selected from its parent candidate list using
Eq.1. Then, the node changes its state to multichannel
cooperator, and stores the requesting node’s address in its
child list.
i
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u

u

Fig. 4. Member joining and channel adjustment
Algorithm 2. Decision of channel adjustment information
INPUT: curr: current parent node, req: join requesting node
CHcurr: Fixed channel of node curr
CHreq: Fixed channel of node req
C_Listcurr: child list of node curr
CH_Listcurr: channel list of node curr
OUTPUT: CHADJ : Fixed channel to be stored in the channel
adjustment information
IF (C_Listcurr is empty)
IF (CHreq==CHcurr)
CHADJ= one of channels in CH_Listcurr except CHreq
ELSE CHADJ=CHreq
ELSE CHADJ= the dominant fixed channel used in C_Listcurr
DONE

On responding to JOIN_REQ, the node sends
JOIN_RPL to the requesting node. For the efficient multicasting, the channel adjustment is performed by a coordinator candidate or multichannel coordinator node. The
channel adjusting information (new fixed channel of the
child node) is determined by the channel adjustment algorithm as shown in Alg.2, and enclosed in JOIN_REQ. If
the node who has sent JOIN_REQ is the first coming child
of current node (parent), then the adjustment information
is set to as the child’s current fixed channel unless the
fixed channel is same to its parent’s. If the fixed channels
are same, the parent node selects other one from its channel list to avoid channel conflict. If the node who has sent
JOIN_REQ is not the first coming child, then the channel
information in JOIN_RPL will be set as a dominant fixed
channel that most of nodes in the child list of the parent
node are using. On receiving JOIN_RPL, the node
changes its fixed channel on according to the channel adjustment information in the message, and locks its fixed
channel not to change during the multicast session.
Fig.4 shows an example of member joining and channel
adjustment procedure when node 13 and node 14 try to
join the multicast group. “Ch:x” written by a node means
its current fixed channel, the number by a link is the logical sequence of message events. In Fig.4(a), node 13 sends
JOIN_REQ to node 6. Because node 6 is still in coordinator candidate state and the child list is empty, it forwards
the message to node 2 who is its parent.

Fig.5. Member disjoining procedure
In that moment, node 14 sends JOIN_REQ to node 6. In
Fig.4(b), after then, node 2 sends JOIN_RPL with channel
adjusting information (CH=4) to node 6 because it already
has node 8 as a child whose fixed channel is 4. Then, node
6 switchs its fixed channel to channel 4, and sends
JOIN_RPL to node 14 with channel adjusting information
(CH=3) to make node 14 switch its fixed channel to channel 3 that is being used by node 13.
4.1.3 Member Disjoin
A receiver node sends DISJOIN_REQ message to its current parent. After sending DISJOIN_REQ, the node
unlocks its channel lock and removes all relevant data
structures. On receiving DISJOIN_REQ from its child, the
multichannel coordinator node removes the node in its
child list. If a multichannel coordinator node’s child list
becomes empty, then it sends DISJOIN_REQ to its parent
node, resigns from mulitichannel coordinator state, and
releases all relevant data. Fig.5 shows an example of
member disjoining procedure when node 16 is about to
disjoin the group. Node 16 sends DISJOIN_REQ to node
8 who is its parent and a multichannel coordinator. Because the child list of node 8 became empty, node 8 sends
DISJOIN_REQ to node 2 who is its parent. Finally, node
2 removes node 8 from its child list.
4.2 Multicast Data Forwarding
The source node sends out MCAST_DATA only on the
channel that its one-hop child nodes are listening on. On
receiving the data, only multichannel coordinators forward
them in the same manner. With these sophisticated procedures, message overheads can be minimized.
4.3. Managing of Reliable Multicasting
We also address the side effects of channel assignment in
multicast group initialization. In practical MCMI WMNs,
a so-called link fluctuation problem caused by the fluctuating link quality may seriously degrade the reliability of
multicasting. In Fig.6(a), the wireless link from node 0 to
node 3 is considered as a one-hop route for a multicasting
session while initializing the group. We assume that node
0 is a source and node 3 is a client for a multicast session.
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Fig. 6. Link fluctuation problem
If node 3 receives a child-probing message from node 0
for constructing a multicast tree, then node 3 may set node
0 as its one-hop parent. Then, node 3 will receive multicast data from node 0 neither node 1 nor 2. However, if
the link quality between node 0 and 3 becomes too low by
some reasons, then most of the multicast data sent by node
0 will not be delivered to node 3 as shown in Fig.6(b).
Dynamic channel allocation used in MCMI WMNs may
be one of the major reasons of the link fluctuation. Although we usually assume that every channel has equal
link quality, it may not be true in practice because physical characteristics of each channel are various. By device
specific characteristics, some channels may have stronger
signal power or higher tolerance against specific interferences than other channels [11]. That is to say, a wireless
link between two neighboring nodes may be disconnected
or weakened after changing their operating channels. To
cope with these problems, we let every member node
keeps not one parent but several parent candidates for a
multicast tree during tree construction. After then, the
node will receive multicast data from the chosen parent
node in the candidate list who has the best link quality
between the node.
V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
5.1 Experimental Environments
Our MCMI WMN test-bed consists of 18 Soekris net4521
nodes deployed on the 4th floor of CSL building in University of Illinois. Fig.7 shows a screen shot of our monitoring tool displaying current state of deployed nodes.
Each node has a 133MHz CPU and two Atheros 802.11a
interfaces as a fixed and switchable interface. We implemented our multicasting scheme on top of IEEE 802.11a
protocol and Linux 2.4.6 kernel. Though 802.11a has 12
orthogonal channels in 5 GHz band, we use four concurrent channels (i.e., 40, 52, 64, and 149) to avoid adjacent
channel interferences. We set the wireless interfaces to
operate at 6Mbps fixed mode. Slightly modified Madwifi
driver is used for the wireless device driver. The two interfaces are abstracted as one by using bonding driver. Fundamental software architecture is borrowed from Net-X
system [3] and modified.

Fig. 7. Deployed nodes for the experiments
We evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm
(MMCA) by comparing to MMNCA and SCM. Each is
described as follows:
y Single Channel based Multicasting (SCM):
MCAST_DATA originated by a source node are forwarded only by the chosen intermediate nodes (relay
nodes) in the multi-hop environment. These relay nodes
are determined by minimal multiple relaying algorithms.
Data transmission in the relaying or source node is done
by broadcasting on every channel the node has.
y MCMI-based Multicasting with no Channel Adjustment (MMNCA): Determining of relay nodes and relaying of MCAST_DATA are same to those of SCM.
Multicast data from the relaying or source node are sent
out only on the channels being used by one-hop
neighbors who are multicast receivers or relay nodes.
y MCMI-based Multicasting with Channel Adjustment
(MMCA): Determining of relay nodes and relaying/transmitting of MCAST_DATA are same to those of
MMNCA. The relaying or source node tries to unifying
fixed channels of its one-hop child nodes by sending
JOIN_RPL with channel adjusting information to them.
Performance metrics for our evaluation are as follows:
y Network traffic: sum of multicast traffic every node
sends during an experiment
y Delivery ratio: the average ratio of successful delivery
of MCAST_DATA each multicasting receiver receives
during an experiment
y Average goodput: the average amount of nonredundant MCAST_DATA each multicasting receiver
receives during an experiment.
5.2 Results and Analysis
We assume that the number of multicast group and its
source node is one. The size of a MCAST_DATA packet
is 1024 bytes. Hello messages are disseminated by every
node at every 4 seconds. The minimal link quality for a
reliable direct link (Thmci) is set to 0.96. Experiments for
each scenario are repeated by 30 times.
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Nodes=18, Pkt=1024B, Rate=1pkt./2s., Time=90s.
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ble interface to send out data on all possible channels may
incur buffer overflow which decreases goodput in SCM.
Moreover, broadcasting on all possible channels may incur co-channel interference to MCAST_DATA transmissions of near nodes. MMNCA may also be suffered from
the same problem if relaying or source nodes have more
than one child.
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we try to tackle several challenging issues of
designing a multicast protocol more suitable for MCMI
WMNs. Our multicasting protocol builds multicast paths
while inviting multicast members, and allocates same
channel to each of neighboring members with bottom upbased and distributed-oriented approaches. This mechanism reduces message overheads and delivery delays
while guaranteeing successful message deliveries. We
have implemented the proposed scheme on a real multichannel mesh network testbed (Net-X), and have shown
that our proposed scheme performed better than previous
ones without reliability degradation.

Fig. 9. Total network traffic transmitted by all nodes
Nodes=18, Receiv ers=9, Pkt.=1024B, Time=90s.
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Fig. 10. Average goodput per receiver
Fig.8 shows the delivery success ratio for
MCAST_DATA packets sent by the source node by varying number of multicast receivers (group members) during
90 seconds. As we can see the results, our scheme
(MMCA) shows similar delivery success ratio comparing
with others. We also measured total network traffic sent
by all nodes for the multicast. Total 46080 bytes of
MCAST_DATA are sent out from the source node. As we
can see in Fig.9, channel adjustment of MMCA can effectively reduces network traffic overheads comparing to
other schemes.
We have measured the goodput of each scheme during
90 seconds by varying the MCAST_DATA transmission
rate from 100 packets/sec to 500 packets/sec when receivers are 9. As we can see in Fig.10, MMCA shows more
than double times of goodput than other schemes over 400
packet/sec. Delays for switching channels on the switcha-
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